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Staff analysis of elevation requirements of manufactured/mobile homes based on
existing Land Development Section 122-4(b)(4)
Based on 44 CFR §60.3(c)(12) and Section 122-4(b)(4)b. of the Land Development Code (LDC), a manufactured
/mobile home is allowed to be placed or substantially improved in an existing manufactured/mobile home park or
subdivision at an elevation of 36 inches above grade (rather than at base flood elevation), provided that it has not
been substantially damaged by flood.
Example 1: Manufactured /mobile home elevated on 36 inch piers (below BFE)

Example 2: Manufactured /mobile home elevated above BFE
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Example 3: Manufactured /mobile home elevated on stacked blocks below BFE

For this elevation exception to apply, the LDC includes the additional requirements, including that the lot on which
the manufactured/mobile home is to be placed at 36 inches above grade must be contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to base flood elevation. [LDC Section 122-4(b)(4)b.1.]
To qualify for the provision allowing the placement of a mobile home/ manufactured home below base flood
elevation, the following must be satisfied:
Manufactured/mobile homes that meet all of the below criteria may be placed on 36” reinforced piers or
other foundation elements that are no less than 36 inches in height above the grade at the site.
Manufactured/Mobile Homes within A or V zones that meet all of the following criteria:
1. Unit CANNOT be substantially damaged by a flood (may be substantially damaged by other means),
verified by affidavit; and (44 CFR §60.3(c)(6), §60.3(c)(12), §60.3(e)(1), §60.3(e)(8); LDC §1224(b)(4)b.)
• This will include a site specific analysis when a property is proposed for replacement or a
substantial improvement within the eight (8) existing manufactured/mobile home parks included
within this analysis. Reviewed during permitting.
•

This criterion is not included in the current analysis.

2. Unit is within a URM-L Zoning District; and (LDC §130-53)
• The eight (8) existing manufactured/mobile home parks included within this analysis are
designated URM-L
3. Unit is within a manufactured/mobile home park or subdivision with facilities constructed before
1/1/1975; and (44 CFR §60.3(c)(6), §§60.3(c)(12), 60.3(e)(1), §60.3(e)(8); LDC §122-4(b)(4)b.)
• The eight (8) existing manufactured/mobile home parks were established prior to 1/1/1975 (see
exhibit 4).
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4. Unit is on a lot contiguous to and surrounded by manufactured and mobile homes that are also not
elevated to base flood elevation. LDC §122-4(b)(4)b.)
• The following analysis includes a review of aerial imagery, available planning approvals and
building permit data and field reviews of the eight (8) existing manufactured/mobile home parks
to determine if a unit meets the criteria.
Specifically, for criteria 4 requiring that the manufactured/mobile home must be contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to base flood elevation, this analysis assumed the following:
•

The manufactured/mobile home cannot be contiguous to/surrounded by a manufactured/ mobile home
elevated at or above base flood elevation

•

The manufactured/mobile home cannot be contiguous to/surrounded by a vacant parcel.

•

The manufactured/mobile home cannot be contiguous to/surrounded by a recreational vehicle.

•

The manufactured/mobile home cannot be contiguous to/surrounded by another type of structure (site-built
single family home, commercial structure, recreational facility, etc.).

•

The manufactured/mobile home must be surrounded by manufactured/ mobile homes not elevated to base
flood elevation.

The LDC defines contiguous as parcels of land sharing of a common border at more than a single point of
intersection. Contiguity is not interrupted by utility easements.
The LDC defines the related term adjacent parcel as a parcel of land sharing a boundary with another parcel of land
at one or more points of intersection. For purposes of this Land Development Code, an intervening road, right-ofway or easement shall not eliminate nor destroy the adjacency of the two parcels, except for U.S. 1.
The LDC does not define the term surrounded but the dictionary provides the following: to enclose on all sides;
encompass; something that surrounds, as the area, border, etc., around an object or central space; to extend on all
sides of simultaneously; to form an enclosure round; encircle.
Based on these definitions, staff review assumed internal manufactured/mobile home park access ways do not
interrupt contiguity (access means internal ingress or egress to a parcel of land). Properties across canals were not
considered contiguous.
Exhibit 7 provides the County’s analysis of the manufactured/mobile home regulations and a checklist for
manufactured/mobile home replacement to review the criteria provided above.
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REVIEW OF AERIAL IMAGERY, DEPARTMENT DATA AND FIELD VISIT DATA OF EIGHT (8)
EXISTING MOBILE HOMES/ MANUFACTURED HOME PARKS DESIGNATED URM-L:
The following pages provides the staff analysis, based on best readily available data (including floodplain staff field
visits conducted in June 2019) and aerials, related to criteria 4 which requires that the manufactured/mobile home
must be contiguous to and surrounded by manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to base flood
elevation (BFE).

NOTE: This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or
unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain
existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L

The rest of this page is intentionally left blank.

1. Stock Island (Sunset Harbor - NHC-FL136 LLC - 00126550-000000)
2007 Letter of Development Rights Determination recognized 85 residential dwelling units.

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE
Green = MH at or above
BFE

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT

2018 Aerials

Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

Total approximate MH on the property

77

MH currently on grade/below BFE

2

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

75

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

2

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

n/a

Not a MH structure

n/a

Vacant

n/a

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

2. Stock Island (Roy’s Trailer Park - 00126090-000000)
2008 Letter of Development Rights Determination recognized 108 residential dwelling units.

2018 Aerials

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE
Green = MH at or above
BFE
Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT

= a MH not contiguous to and
surrounded by manufactured/mobile homes
that are also not elevated to BFE and that
would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when
replaced or substantially improved under
current Monroe County code.

Note: As
MH are
replaced
and
elevated to
BFE under
current
code, the
MH units
contiguous
to these
replaced
units will
then be
subject to
elevating to
BFE.
Gradually,
more MH
units will be
required to
elevate to
BFE, even
with the
current
exception.

Field visit could not be conducted. From
aerial review only, it appears the mobile
homes are below BFE.
Counts from recent aerials indicate
approx. 92-94 mobile homes.

2010 Site Plan from
approved Development
Agreement

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

Total approximate MH on the property

~ 93

MH currently at grade/below BFE

~93

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

n/a

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

45

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

48

Not a MH structure

16

Vacant

2

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

3. Stock Island (00125740-000000)

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE

2018 Aerials

Green = MH at or above
BFE
Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT

Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

Total approximate MH on the property

12

MH currently on grade/below BFE

12

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

3

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

4

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

5

Not a MH structure

2

Vacant

n/a

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

4. Stock Island (00125750-000000)

2018 Aerials

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE
Green = MH at or above
BFE
Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT
Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.

= a MH not contiguous to and
surrounded by manufactured/mobile
homes that are also not elevated to
BFE and that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) when replaced or
substantially improved under current
Monroe County code.

Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

Total approximate MH on the property

4

MH currently on grade/below BFE

3

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

1

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

3

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

n/a

Not a MH structure

10

Vacant

n/a

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

5. Stock Island (00132350-000000)

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE

2018 Aerials

Green = MH at or above
BFE
Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT
Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.
= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

Total approximate MH on the property

10

MH currently on grade/below BFE

10

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

n/a

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

0

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

10

Not a MH structure

n/a

Vacant

n/a

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

6. Stock Island (00125770-000000)

2018 Aerials

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE
Green = MH at or above
BFE
Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT

Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not
elevated to BFE and that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved
under current Monroe County code.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

Total approximate MH on the property

24

MH currently on grade/below BFE

24

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

n/a

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

14

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

10

Not a MH structure

4

Vacant

6

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

7. Big Coppitt (Seaside Resort 00121761-000000+, 00121762-000100+)

2018 Aerials

Yellow = MH on grade/below
BFE
Green = MH at or above
BFE
Blue = not a manufactured
/mobile home
Red = VACANT
Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):
This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

Total approximate MH on the property

131

MH currently on grade/below BFE

126

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

5

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current code

88

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a policy change

38

Not a MH structure

59

Vacant

9

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

8. Cudjoe Key (Venture Out – 00188681-000000, etc.)

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Yellow = MH on grade/below BFE
Green = MH at or above BFE
Blue = not a manufactured /mobile
home
Red = VACANT

2018 Aerials

Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

Temp
Irma RV

Temp Irma RV

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

2018 Aerials

Yellow = MH on grade/below BFE
Green = MH at or above BFE
Blue = not a manufactured /mobile
home
Red = VACANT
Note: As MH are replaced
and elevated to BFE under
current code, the MH units
contiguous to these replaced
units will then be subject to
elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units
will be required to elevate to
BFE, even with the current
exception.

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Yellow = MH on grade/below BFE
2018 Aerials

Green = MH at or above BFE
Blue = not a manufactured /mobile
home
Red = VACANT
Note: As MH are replaced and
elevated to BFE under current
code, the MH units contiguous to
these replaced units will then be
subject to elevating to BFE.
Gradually, more MH units will be
required to elevate to BFE, even
with the current exception.

= a MH not contiguous to and surrounded by
manufactured/mobile homes that are also not elevated to BFE
and that would need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced
or substantially improved under current Monroe County code.

Assuming a policy amendment is adopted to remove the exception and require manufactured/mobile homes meet Florida Building Code elevation
requirements, the following is an example of the additional properties that will need to elevate to BFE (+1ft) when replaced or substantially improved (see
black dots):

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

= MH that would need to elevate to
BFE (+1ft) with a policy change

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon for these items. This analysis is being completed to
provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

Venture Out:
Total approximate MH on the property

424

MH currently on grade/below BFE

289

MH currently elevated at or above BFE

135

MH that would be subject to elevation requirement based on current
code

248

MH that would be subject to BFE elevation requirement with a
policy change

41

Not a MH structure

116

Vacant

116

This analysis is not intended for the recognition of development rights or to identify permitted or unpermitted work, and should not be used nor relied upon
for these items. This analysis is being completed to provide information for potential policy determinations to reduce risk related to elevation requirement for
certain existing manufactured/mobile home parks designated URM-L.

